JANUARY 14-18, 2021

Become One with the River of Grass.

Journey through south Florida searching for beautiful and rare birds in ancient moss-covered cypress swamps, everglades prairies that join the sky and brilliant marshes that sparkle with flashes of roseate wings. Scan across the tips of grass for searching hovering Snail kites and hear the squeal of the Limpkin.

SNAIL KITE*LIMPKIN*WOOD STORK**PAINTED BUNTING* ROSEATE SPOONBILL*SHORT-TAILED HAWK* *PURPLE GALINULE *COMMON MYNA*CRESTED CARACARA*PARROTS*
*BURROWING OWL*RED-WHISKERED BULBUL*PRAIRIE WARBLERS*EGYPTIAN GOOSE*

FIELD WORKSHOPS- Advanced Birding Skills, Habitat, Bird by Ear, Behavior, Field Techniques, Silhouette, Field Marks, Season, Family Groups

EXPERT GUIDES-PADDY CUNNINGHAM, JIM EAGER, DAVID SIMPSON, JEFF KIETZMANN

FESTIVAL SITE-Holiday Inn Express, 2540 Davie Road, Davie, Fl. 33324, (954) 585-7071

PADDY CUNNINGHAM-Coordinator 754- 201-1141, 954-805-6810 birdpaddy@yahoo.com

Mail to 5181 SW 27th Terr. Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33312
birdpaddy@yahoo.com www.birdadventure.com www.evergladesbirdingfestival.com

OPENING RECEPTION-LONG KEY NATURE CENTER, KEYNOTE SPEAKER,LIGHT BUFFET, DOOR PRIZESS, FUN!

SPONSORS-BIRDING ADVENTURES, BIRDING WITH DAVID SIMPSON, OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE BIRDING SOUTHFLORIDABIRIDINGFESTIVALS.COM, B>E>A>K>S. BIRDINGFESTIVALOFTHEKEYS.COM SPRING 2020, Marathon, Fl.

ALL FULL DAY FIELD TRIPS INCLUDE LUNCH AND VAN TRANSPORTATION